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ABSTRACT
Flux products quantifying exchanges between ocean and
atmosphere are needed for forcing models,
understanding ocean dynamics, investigating the
ocean’s role in climate, and assessing coupled models.
Research experiments are essential to improve flux
parameterizations, and longer research deployments are
required to sample rare events. Urgently needed
technological improvements include longer battery life,
more robust sensors and improvement of sensors for
humidity, precipitation and direct gas and particle
fluxes. A range of different flux products are needed,
incorporating data from ships, satellites and models in
different combinations and using different methods. All
products must be characterized with uncertainty
estimates. Dataset validation requires high quality
observations from ocean flux reference sites and from
ships. The continued development of flux products from
satellites provides much-needed sampling. Continual
intercomparisons among products and with high quality
observations will lead to improved flux datasets, while
improvements to the flux data management system

would facilitate these intercomparisons.
1. INTRODUCTION
OceanObs’99 [1] envisaged an air-sea flux observing
system with research campaigns to improve flux
parameterizations and an expansion of direct and
autonomous flux measurements. The requirement for
flux data with a coverage and resolution which
conventional data sources could not supply was already
apparent. The in situ flux observing system requires
contributions from the Global Ocean Observing System
(GOOS) and an ongoing partnership with Numerical
Weather Predication (NWP) and climate modeling
activities, remote sensing, and in situ observationalists.
Progress since OceanObs’99 includes the deployment of
flux reference buoys, development of packages for
routine direct measurements of turbulent fluxes, the use
of in situ data to validate NWP fluxes, the development
of satellite-derived and blended flux products, and
specialized validation activities. Concurrently the World
Climate
Research
Program
(WCRP)/Scientific
Committee for Ocean Research (SCOR) Working

Group on Air-Sea Fluxes (WGASF) undertook a
comprehensive review of the status of surface flux
measurement, parameterization, data products and
requirements [2].
This paper, coordinated by the WCRP Working Group
on Surface Fluxes, considers mainly the physical fluxes,
the turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat;
longwave and shortwave radiation, evaporation,
precipitation and momentum. We also discuss progress
in the measurement of fluxes of trace gases and
aerosols. High-latitude air-sea and air-sea-ice fluxes are
discussed elsewhere [3].
We focus on requirements for measurements of ocean
surface fluxes and flux-related variables necessary for
observing and predicting the changing climate.
Uncertainty in the air-sea exchanges of heat, freshwater,
carbon and other properties constrains our ability to
understand and model our changing climate. Flux
products are required for forcing ocean models,
understanding ocean dynamics, investigating the forcing
of variability by the atmosphere and ocean,
understanding the ocean’s role in climate variability and
change, and assessing the realism of data-assimilative
ocean models and coupled ocean-atmosphere models
used for predictions from weather to climate time
scales.
Direct flux measurements are scarce and cannot be used
to generate global flux datasets. Rather the surface
fluxes are parameterized in terms of bulk
meteorological estimates of the surface atmospheric and
oceanic states. These parameterizations, used to
compute fluxes from observed variables as well as those
used in NWP and reanalyses, also require continuous
improvement. An effective flux observing strategy must
include analysis activities to provide intercomparison of
flux-related variables from different sources,
improvements to the accuracy of parameterizations and
development of flux products to satisfy the requirements
of climate prediction.
2. ACCURACY AND RESOLUTION
REQUIREMENTS FOR SURFACE FLUXES
The accepted benchmark for surface net heat flux
accuracy is ±10 Wm-2 over monthly to seasonal time
scales [4, 5 and 6], implying determination of individual
components of the net heat flux to a few Wm-2. Where
turbulent fluxes are parameterized this sets limits on the
mean bias of the input observations [7] of 0.2 K for air
and sea temperatures, 0.3 g kg-1 for humidity and a few
tenths ms-1 for wind speed [8]. If gridded flux products
are to be calculated to this accuracy there are further
requirements for adequate sampling and on the random
uncertainty of individual measurements [9].

Accuracy requirements for freshwater flux (Evaporation
- Precipitation, E-P) are hard to estimate. The
background uncertainty among E-P products over the
ocean has been estimated at 120-250 mm year-1 [10 and
11], mostly attributable to uncertainty in the
precipitation. The lack of open ocean reference data for
comparison makes all precipitation estimates very
uncertain. Knowledge of surface salinity to an accuracy
of 0.1 psu should allow constraint of the ocean
freshwater budget to 100mm year-1 [12].
Accuracy and resolution requirements are application
dependent. Ocean modeling requires high-resolution
forcing: it is expected that global model resolutions of
1/8º to 1/12º will become widely used requiring forcing
at 5-10 km and 30 to 60 minutes. The desired accuracy
of better than 10 Wm-2 is only possible on much longer
scales. Errors in fluxes increase with interpolation and
error characteristics become non-homogeneous if
smoothing is too small relative to the sampling [13].
Biases in fluxes due to the parameterizations used in
atmospheric reanalyses greater than 40 Wm-2 are
common ([14 and 15] Fig. 1). Short-term integrations
are more sensitive to random errors than biases. Spectral
analysis shows that despite operational NWP grid
spacing that is similar to the desired scale, these highresolution requirements are not yet met [16].
For regional applications an accurate representation of
synoptic and sub-synoptic wind stress variability is
required [17, 18 and 19]. For the forecasting of
particularly sensitive ocean phenomena, such as ENSO
(El Niño/Southern Oscillation) [5], uncertainties in wind
shear due to surface currents [17, 20, 21 and 22] and
waves [23] may be important. Available flux products
produce insufficient ocean mixing due to poor
representation of diurnal variations [24] and small scale
variability such as at atmospheric fronts [25]. Ocean
wind-wave modeling requires highly accurate wind
vectors with high space-time resolution and adequate
representation of ageostrophic patterns [26].
Climate scale integrations aggregate errors over large
time and space scales and are particularly sensitive to
systematic biases, although random errors can be
important where ocean circulation is forced locally (e.g.
convection in the subpolar regions may require accuracy
of local monthly net heat flux anomalies of 3-5 Wm-2).
There are currently no products that meet these accuracy
requirements.
Studies of climate change and decadal variability must
resolve changes in the net heat flux of few Wm-2 per
decade [27], well beyond the capabilities of current
observing systems. These studies also require accurate
estimation of ocean precipitation.

quality bulk meteorological and direct flux packages
have declined since the detailed assessment of [1]. Each
of the systems described has its advantages and
limitations. Table 1 summarizes the sources of each
type of in situ measurement and Fig. 2 indicates the
period of availability of all types of measurement.
3.1. OceanSITES
A subset of the OceanSITES global array [29] provides
high quality surface meteorological measurements for
bulk formula flux estimation and sensors for
precipitation, solar and infrared radiation. OceanSITES
(OCEAN Sustained Interdisciplinary Time series
Environment observation System) data can help
diagnose random errors and biases in model, in situ and
satellite-based flux fields. Figure 3 summarizes the sites
proposed at OceanObs’99, the present surface moorings,
and the sites planned for the near future. It is clear that
distributed coverage across each of the ocean basins has
yet to be achieved. Technology improvements will be
required to expand the range of measurements to
include direct fluxes and to expand the geographical
range.
3.2. Operational Buoys

Figure 1: Monthly mean fluxes from NCEP, ERA-40
(ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts) Re-analysis-40), and OAFlux
(Objectively Analyzed air-sea Fluxes). a) latent heat
flux averaged over 1960 to 1999; b) range across
products in monthly-mean estimates from 1960 to 1969;
c) as b) for 1990 to 1999; d) time series of global
average difference range (individual months and 12
month running mean).
3. OBSERVING SYSTEMS FOR SURFACE
FLUXES AND RELATED PARAMETERS
The surface flux observing system uses instruments
mounted on moorings, ships and satellites. The radiative
and precipitation fluxes are usually measured directly;
in a few cases the turbulent fluxes are also obtained
directly by fast-response covariance instruments. More
commonly fluxes are computed from meteorological
variables using bulk flux algorithms with roughly half
the accuracy of directly-measured fluxes. The in situ
instruments are described in detail [28]. Costs for high-

International cooperation now maintains tropical
moorings in the Pacific (TAO/TRITON (Tropical
Atmosphere Ocean/Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy
Network), [30]), Indian (RAMA (Moored Array for
African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and
Prediction), [31]) and Atlantic Oceans (PIRATA
(Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Atlantic),
[32]). All surface moorings carry basic meteorological
sensors to support determination of the air-sea fluxes of
heat, freshwater, and momentum via the bulk formulae
methods; many also carry barometric pressure, rain, and
solar flux sensors. Efforts continue to utilize both
coastal and deep water weather buoys and add sensors
for bulk formulae estimation of fluxes. Long servicing
intervals, vandalism and the wave environment of some
coastal locations present challenges to this effort.
3.3. Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS)
The multi-decadal record from VOS (Voluntary
Observing Ships) contains parameters from which all
components of the heat budget and precipitation can be
computed [33]. OceanObs’99 proposed an enhanced
VOS subset equipped with improved sensors should be
developed to diagnose bias and improve data quality.
However, VOS automation has typically been driven by
the requirements of data assimilation for NWP, which
has led to a reduction in the range of parameters
reported including a decrease in visual observations of
waves, weather and cloud. Data quality has however
typically improved. Recently the number of VOS
reports has declined dramatically [34]. Uncertainties in
net heat flux in VOS-based datasets [9] have increased
by over 30% since the 1980s. In the relatively well-

sampled region 20˚N-60˚N the uncertainty has increased
by over 50%. A minority of regions are better sampled
now than in the 1980s, as resources have been targeted
in data sparse regions.

ship measurements include the effect of ship heating
and airflow distortion (e.g. [36, 37 and 38]); however,
careful sensor sitting and duplicate instrumentation can
ameliorate this [8].

3.4. Research Vessels (RVs)

3.5. Remotely sensed data

Historically, flux observations on RVs have only been
collected during dedicated science cruises but following
OceanObs’99 routine underway data collection efforts
have begun with the establishment of the SAMOS
(Shipboard
Automated
Meteorological
and
Oceanographic System) initiative [35]. RVs provide a
versatile platform for flux measurement including gases
and particles. Advantages include ample power and
mounting locations for multiple sensors allowing both
direct and bulk flux observations, onboard technical
support, and capacity to collect and store observations at
high temporal frequency (> 1 Hz). Limitations of all

Turbulent fluxes are estimated from remotely sensed
atmospheric parameters using bulk parameterizations
[39, 40 and 41]. The most mature satellite algorithms
are for SST (Sea Surface Temperature) [42] and vector
and scalar wind speeds and stress [43]. The estimation
of near-surface humidity and temperature using neural
network retrievals in a variety of atmospheric conditions
shows important improvements [44 and 45]. Needed
improvements include improved sampling of surface
vector winds, especially at high wind speeds and rain
conditions, higher spatial resolution, especially
coastally, and improved temporal coverage by both
passive and active microwave sensors.

Parameter

Source

Coverage

Applications

Direct turbulent
fluxes including of
gases and particles.

Research campaigns on ships, fixed
platforms and buoys. Routinely on
some coastal platforms, OWS, and
possibly in future from OceanSITES,
Shipboard Automated Meteorological
and Oceanographic System (SAMOS)
Initiative and ships of opportunity (e.g.
VOSClim).

Sparse in space and time.
Recent start of sustained
observations on limited
number platforms (e.g.
OWS) with planned
expansion (e.g. to
OceanSITES).

Improved flux
parameterizations and
understanding of
processes and
variability.

As direct fluxes but currently available
on some OceanSITES, SAMOS and
ships of opportunity. Some operational
moorings.

As direct fluxes but some
observations available
since mid-90s (e.g. TAO).

Satellite, NWP
intercomparisons and
validation.

Mean meteorology
(air temperature,
wind speed and
direction, pressure,
humidity, SST)

All sources above plus VOS &
VOSClim.

Long time-series, quasiglobal coverage (sparse in
southern hemisphere).

Visual cloud and
weather observations

VOS & VOSClim.

Environmental
information, e.g. sea
state, cloud,
subsurface
temperature.
Direct precipitation
and radiation.

Improved
parameterizations
based on visual
observations.
Validation.
Gridded flux products.
Assimilated into NWP
and reanalysis.
As for mean meteorology.

Table 1. In situ observing system components.

Gridded radiative and
precipitation flux
products.

Figure 2: Timeline showing availability of surface flux and flux-related data.

Figure 3: Global map of flux reference sites and Flux reference buoy off Chile with R/V Roger Revelle nearby.

Satellite based estimates of surface radiative fluxes use
measurements of top-of-the-atmosphere radiation and
cloud measurements with radiative transfer models from
a variety of polar-orbiting and geostationary satellites.
Data are available from the polar orbiting Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) on
NOAA
(National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration) satellites and the NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(GOES).
Precipitation is difficult to sample because of its
patchiness, only remote sensing methods (surface-based
radars and/or satellites) offer any spatial coverage at
short time scales. Satellite sensors show sensitivity to
rain (passive microwave) or to cloud parameters
indirectly related to rainfall (IR (Infrared) sensors).
There have been regular passive microwave
observations since mid 1987, although with sensor
footprints much larger than most active rain cells. IR

measurements extend further back. Algorithms can err
by more than a factor of two for instantaneous rainfall
[46]; but long-term areal averages have better accuracy
and consistency. Estimating rates for frozen forms of
precipitation is particularly difficult. The Precipitation
Radar on Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) presently offers the most accurate
precipitation estimates [47], but its coverage is limited
to the tropics and the period since December 1997 and
monthly sampling errors are significant.

stratocumulus regions low clouds may be poorly
differentiated from mid clouds [56]. Accuracy is
however better than for atmospheric reanalyses [57 and
58] with monthly regional accuracies within 15 W m-2.
MODIS-derived satellite radiative fluxes from the
CERES (Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy
System) program [59 and 60] might offer potential
advantages in accuracy, but have poorer sampling.

4. FLUX PRODUCTS
4.1. Gridded In situ Datasets
Multi-decadal flux datasets have been based on VOS
observations in the International Comprehensive OceanAtmosphere Dataset (ICOADS, [48, 49 and 50]). Recent
advances provide datasets well-characterized with
uncertainty estimates and with improved representation
of variability and trends [9]. Problems with an
imbalance in the global and regional heat budgets
remain [2] reflecting uncertainties in parameterization,
bias adjustment, and sampling errors. This has led to
attempts to balance the heat budget using external
constraints (e.g. [51]). The availability of uncertainty
estimates means that research can be focused in regions
with appropriate accuracy for the particular application.
4.2. Satellite Data Products
Satellites provide good quality estimates of surface
stress and radiation for recent decades. However,
sampling is irregular in space and time, resulting in
spatially and temporally varying error characteristics
[13] and irregular representation of fine synoptic scale
variability.
Gridded surface sensible and latent heat flux products
include GSSTF (Goddard Satellite-Based Surface
Turbulent Fluxes) [52], J-OFURO (Japanese Ocean
Flux Data sets with Use of Remote Sensing
Observations) [53], HOAPS (Hamburg Ocean
Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite Data)
[39], and from IFREMER (French Research Institute for
Exploitation of the Sea/Institut Français de Recherche
pour l'Exploitation de la Mer) [40]. Comparisons by the
SeaFlux project of these products with in situ direct flux
measurements have shown their value [54]:
uncertainties are generally less than 20 Wm-2. Issues
remain with retrievals of near-surface specific humidity
and temperature and the combination of data from
different satellites and sensors. Improved algorithms, as
well as a careful selection of spectral bands on future
sensors, should lead to further improvements.

Figure 4: Global Ocean precipitation (mm month -1)
averaged over 1979 to 2000 from GPCP, NCEP, CMAP
and ERA-40.

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP, [55]) provides solar and IR radiative surface
fluxes for the period 1983 to 2006 from GOES
satellites. Quality declines near the poles and there are
issues with matching boundaries between satellites. In

Composite satellite-based precipitation products include
CMAP (Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged
Analysis of Precipitation) [61], GPCP (Global
Precipitation Climatology Project) [62] and CMORPH
(CPC MORPHing technique) [63]. There are

differences between these products ([11 and 64, Fig. 4);
reported accuracies are within 10% in the tropics and
15% in the mid-latitudes.
4.3. Fluxes from NWP reanalyses and operational
analyses
Numerical models provide fluxes and meteorological
parameters on a regular global grid. NWP models still
have poor representation of some physical processes
near the surface and do not adequately use available
observational data. High quality in situ flux data are
required for validation: the WCRP Surface Flux
Analysis (SURFA) initiative [65] provides an
infrastructure for comparisons.
Atmospheric reanalyses [66, 67, 68 and 69] have
provided long-term flux datasets based on consistent
model formulations including assimilation of
atmospheric data. Although not high accuracy [2]
reanalysis fluxes have been used in a wide range of
research applications. Although reanalysis fluxes are
affected by temporal changes in data assimilation input
[70], they can be used for tentative estimates of longterm variability in surface fluxes [71]. Precipitation
from atmospheric reanalyses can show unrealistic trends
(ERA-40), or incorrect seasonal cycles [72] although
reanalyses can reproduce the interannual changes
associated with the North Atlantic Oscillation and
ENSO [73]. A reanalysis assimilating only surface data
will provide surface fluxes from 1908 onwards [74].
The next generation of reanalyses [75] may provide
improved surface flux estimates.
4.4. Blended and hybrid turbulent heat flux
products
Global flux products using multiple input data sources
(e.g. [76, 77 and 64]) are being developed. These
include hybrid products, which select variables from
different sources including NWP, satellite, and in situ
variables. Bias adjustments based on product
differences (e.g. [78]), energy constraints (e.g. [64]) or
fits to satellite (e.g. [40]) or in situ data (e.g. [64]) can
be applied. Blended datasets, where multiple data
sources are combined for each variable, can be in good
agreement with climate quality in situ data (e.g. [79, 80
and 81]). However, biases in fluxes can result from
mismatches of spatial and temporal scales or when data
are combined with NWP products to which the same
data have already been assimilated. Some blended and
hybrid products suffer from changes in the observing
system and those using operational products from
changing NWP assimilation methods. These errors are
serious for analysis of decadal variability and trends.
Blended datasets reduce the often large differences
between data sources.
Improvements in blended products will naturally arise
as the quality of input data sources increases.
Improvements in satellite shortwave and longwave

radiation fields [60] and surface temperature and
humidity [45] would be particularly beneficial.
Characterization of all input data sources with
uncertainty estimates should be a priority, and
correlations between the errors in the input data sources
must be determined. As for all flux datasets, better
determination of spatial and temporal variability scales
will give improved products. New buoys at high latitude
and in the Indian Ocean will improve verification and
tuning of blended datasets, improving products
especially in data sparse regions.
Blended products are likely to produce the best quality
flux datasets for many applications including for forcing
ocean models and analysis of interannual variability.
However it is also necessary to maintain single-source
flux products, both for applications such as validation
for which independence of data is crucial, and as a
necessary step to understanding and improving the
quality of the data used in blended products.
4.5. Residual methods
Surface fluxes may be deduced independently from
surface flux parameterizations as residuals from
assimilated observations of oceanic or atmospheric
profiles [82]. Surface heat fluxes can be diagnosed from
closure of the upper ocean heat balance [83 and 84].
Ocean state estimation offers a means to refine surface
fluxes in order to make them more consistent with
ocean observations [85, 86 and 87]. Assimilation of
ocean data adds mesoscale structure to the fluxes that is
not present in the original flux forcing fields [88],
however progress is limited by an insufficient
knowledge of the error characteristics of turbulent
fluxes calculated from NWP products used for forcing,
particularly at the high resolutions required [89], as well
as by propagation of errors in the model
parameterizations.
5. THE NEED FOR NEW OBSERVATION
Sustained high quality in situ observations of fluxrelated variables are needed where the present sampling
is sparse or lacking, and especially at high latitudes,
where variability is high.
The turbulent transport coefficients in existing bulk flux
algorithms vary with wind speed and atmospheric
stability (Fig. 5). Much less well understood is the
influence of wave characteristics such as steepness, age,
breaking, white-capping, direction of propagation
relative to the wind and the presence or absence of
swell. Other complicating factors are rainfall,
surfactants, and the relationship of the interface
temperature to the measured subsurface temperature.
Measurements of these parameters under a full range of
weather conditions are required to understand any effect
on surface fluxes and for incorporation into new flux
parameterizations.

New sustained observation programs using direct flux
observing technologies on more continuously operating
platforms (buoys, weather ships, and research vessels)
are needed to supplement research campaigns. A recent
example is the instrumentation of a Norwegian Ocean

wave spectra and sea-spray aerosol flux [91].
Measurements of whitecapping will aid development of
algorithms for remote sensing of whitecaps [92], for use
in new gas and aerosol flux parameterizations. As more
power becomes available on buoy networks, direct
covariance flux packages should be added.
The behavior of gas and aerosol fluxes at high winds is
poorly known, with gas transfer velocities uncertain by
about 100% for winds of 15 ms-1 [93]. Progress has
been made in the parameterization of sea salt aerosol
fluxes [94]. However, recent formulations converge to
only about a factor of 3-5, and more measurements are
required in a variety of different conditions.
Opportunistic efforts taking advantage of O2
disequilibria arising from biological productivity [95],
radon deficit methods or utilizing atmospheric 14C
excesses from bomb testing [96, 97 and 98] provide
valuable information on air-sea gas exchange.
Waterside tracer release techniques provide regional gas
exchange estimates [99]. Large-scale information is
obtained from upscaling field studies. Many more
measurements of surface ocean and atmospheric pCO2
are needed [100] along with improved data management
to facilitate the development of both new
parameterizations and of high spatial resolution global
CO2 air-sea flux products with realistic variability.
Information on ocean biology and aerosols from
satellites provides important information for gas
exchange [101, 102 and 103].
Validation of open ocean satellite precipitation
measurements uses comparisons with precipitation
radars at coastal and island-based sites which are in turn
calibrated against in situ rain gauges and disdrometers.
However, as algorithm retrieval errors have a strong
dependence on meteorological regime [104], ships
equipped with credible precipitation instruments could
provide important validation particularly with the
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) constellation
of satellites scheduled for launch in 2013. A renewed
effort to develop and deploy improved accuracy
shipboard rain gauges would benefit coupled model
validation. Closure of the upper ocean heat and
freshwater budgets from shipboard surveys has been
shown to be feasible (e.g. [84]) and offers another
possibility for space-borne sensor validation.

Figure 5: Flux transfer coefficients as a function of 10m
neutral wind speed; points are from direct (turbulence)
observation, lines are parameterizations. a) drag
coefficient (momentum); b) transfer coefficient from
observations for heat (red squares) and water (blue
circles), heat and water transfer coefficients are the
same for the parameterizations shown; c) gas transfer
velocity for CO2 on logarithmic scale; d) gas transfer
velocity for DMS (dimethyl sulphide) (note change of
log. scale).
Weather Ship (OWS) with an autonomous flux system
[90], including measurement of whitecaps, directional

6. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPROVED OBSERVATIONS
In situ sensors for the fluxes of energy, heat, water and
salt were recently reviewed [28]. There is a continuing
need to investigate the performance of existing sensors,
for example calibration and comparability of
radiometers remains a challenge, gas flux sensors are of
marginal accuracy and reliability in open ocean
conditions, and aerosol flux measurements are in their
infancy. The development and introduction of new

sensors, for example for CO2, ozone, SO2, and DMS
concentration is a priority.
Increasing power availability on buoys will allow longterm deployments in harsher environments. More power
will allow: aspiration of air temperature and humidity
sensors, and radiometer bodies, to reduce solar heating
errors; simultaneous operation of turbulent flux sensors
with bulk meteorological systems; active leveling of
radiometer mounts; and the use of heaters and de-icers
to cope with ice and freezing sea spray.
Increased buoy power will also support routine
deployments of infrared gas analyzers (for CO2 and
H2O), and, potentially, more advanced sensors using
remote sensing or in situ analyzer methodologies. The
coincident measurement of aerosol fluxes [105] and
chemical and physical fluxes is needed to understand
the role of the ocean in climate. The development of
small-volume gas and aerosol flux sensors will allow
deployment on moorings and drifters. Low-power, selfcontained flux sensor packages suitable for deployment
on coastal weather and navigational buoys should be
developed.
Humidity sensors suitable for long-term deployments do
not have the required accuracy and measurements are
affected by contaminants. SST is also problematic to
measure: sensors are highly accurate but variations of
temperature with depth, including the skin effect [42],
mean that the representativeness of measurements is
hard to determine due to ship and buoy motion and
water flow past the hull. The development of processing
systems for scans from ship navigation radars would
provide cost-effective information on the directional
wave spectrum [106] and perhaps precipitation.
Accurate measurements of precipitation at sea are vital.
Optical disdrometers are expensive. Well-calibrated and
properly installed funnel rain gauges can be effective
but need developing to sample blown rain and should
ideally be deployed alongside optical rain gauges. Costeffective rain radar technology for use on ships should
be developed. Underwater acoustic sensors have shown
some promise [107].
Work is needed to extend capabilities to extreme wind
conditions. Here, the priority should be placed on the
design of sensors capable of performance in
environments with heavy spray loads. For instance,
pressure-sphere anemometers [108], developed for landbased hurricane studies, should be modified for marine
use.
Gas and aerosol flux sensors are still being developed.
Currently sensors are marginal in terms of accuracy and
robustness for the open ocean environment, however
improvements are being made [109, 91 and 110].
Also important is the adoption of best practices for
deploying sensors on ships and buoys [8]. High quality

flux systems can be installed on vessels to understand
the performance of the ship’s existing sensors and guide
improvements. Careful location of sensors, minimizing
shadows, flow disturbance, and heat island effects
remains essential. This may be facilitated by the
development of routine methods to apply the results of
computer modeling of wind flow distortion [37]. Data
quality assurance and traceability of each sensor
calibration to a standard is vital.
7. DATA MANAGEMENT, STEWARDSHIP AND
DISSEMINATION
Surface flux and related datasets are obtained from a
variety of platforms and methods and require data
homogenization and scientific data stewardship (e.g.
[111]). The flux measurement handbook [8] and the
―Ten Climate Monitoring Principles‖ [112 and 113]
guide flux data collection, documentation and
management. International co-ordination is required to
make flux data and products from a variety of methods
and in various data formats easily available to a wide
range of users. An integrated data management system
could provide tools for the combination, viewing and
analysis of data from different sources which can be
downloaded in a choice of formats. Free and open data
access and centralized data availability and cataloging
are needed to provide wider access for applications
including dataset evaluations and intercomparisons, and
climate variability and predictability studies. The
WCRP SURFA [65] and SAMOS [35] are examples of
well-structured and open data management systems.
8. RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 The surface flux reference network under
OceanSITES should be expanded
Continued measurement of high quality mean
meteorology, radiative fluxes and precipitation from the
existing network. Current priorities for expansion are
for more sites in subpolar and high latitude regions,
where the sampling is sparse and variability is high, and
also in regions with severe weather conditions. When
technology allows observation capability should be
extended to direct turbulent fluxes including gas and
particle fluxes.
8.2 The number of ships making high quality
routine flux-related measurements should be
increased
Research vessels should routinely make high quality
measurements of mean meteorology, radiative fluxes
and precipitation and subsurface data. A subset should
also measure direct fluxes, currents, directional wave
spectra and other sea state information with a focus on
regions of high variability and gaps in the OceanSITES
network, such as high latitudes. Measurements should
be expanded to selected commercial and other nonresearch vessels including those making subsurface and

atmospheric soundings. An international inventory of
planned Research Vessel deployments would help with
coordination.
8.3 VOS should be maintained and enhanced as a
flux observation network
The ability to maintain long-term in situ flux datasets
requires the reinvigoration of the VOS scheme
including an emphasis on providing the full ship report
including visual observations of cloud, waves and
weather, complete observation metadata and an
increased number of regularly-reporting ships.
8.4 Satellite flux observing system should be
enhanced
Priorities for satellite observations include improved
retrievals of precipitation, near-surface air temperature
and humidity and whitecap characteristics. Improved
sampling is needed for vector winds, especially during
high wind speed and rainy conditions, and also
improved temporal coverage and higher spatial
resolution for both passive and active microwave
sensors especially in coastal regions.
8.5 Flux observing system technologies should be
improved
Priorities for technology improvement include:
Increased power and bandwidth on moorings; More
robust and capable platforms with greater survivability
for deployment in harsh environments; Improved gas
and aerosol flux sensors including accurate and lowpower sensors for CO2, ozone, SO2 and DMS; Accurate
and low-cost precipitation sensors; Improved mean
humidity sensors for long-term deployments.
8.6 The flux observing system should follow
current best observational practice
Best practice for flux measurement should be followed
including careful sensor choice and siting, calibration to
traceable standards and the maintenance of
comprehensive metadata. Flux sensor systems should
have a complete accuracy assessment as part of a
quality assurance program.
8.7 Flux parameterizations should be continually
improved
More direct flux measurements are needed to improve
flux parameterizations, particularly under high and low
wind conditions and for gases and particles under all
conditions. Wave characteristics, including wave
breaking, should be incorporated into parameterizations
of turbulent fluxes of momentum, heat, water, gases and
particles, and potentially sea surface albedo. Improved
parameterizations of near-surface variations of ocean
temperature with depth are needed. All flux
parameterizations should be continuously revisited and
regular review articles published.

8.8 A range of independent and well-characterised
flux products is needed
A wide range of flux products is needed including from
NWP/Reanalysis, satellite, in situ, and blended, each
characterised by realistic estimates of uncertainty and
error covariances. Improvements to dataset construction
methods are needed including statistical techniques for
homogenization of sampling and minimization of
sampling errors. Accompanying metadata should
characterize flux products so users can choose
appropriately for their applications. Flux products
including variables such as gas transfer velocity, air-sea
biogeochemical and particle fluxes, and whitecap
fraction should be developed. The validation and
intercomparison of flux products is a priority.
8.9 Improved validation and parameterizations for
NWP and reanalysis model fluxes is required
Observationalists, dataset developers and modelers
should collaborate to validate and characterize fluxes
from NWP and reanalysis using high quality flux data in
a variety of regions, facilitated by the SURFA flux
intercomparison project. Research is also needed to
improve model flux parameterizations.
8.10 Improved data stewardship and dissemination
is needed
Flux data and products should be made more easily
available to both the research and operational
communities and the benefits of aggregation of high
quality flux data should be promoted. Improved
metadata, including on dataset characteristics and
suitability for particular applications should be
produced, both by dataset producers and providers.
9.
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